[Effect of vibrational factors on the evaluation of whole-body vibrational intensity].
The aim of this study is to obtain basic data useful to evaluate the riding comfort of railway vehicles. The apparatus used in the present experiment made it possible to simulate various vibrations of railway vehicles. Twenty-two adult subjects participated in this experiment. They were exposed to lateral vibration with varying peak and root mean square (rms) accelerations and frequencies. The types and ranges of vibrations used in this experiment approximated to the typical vibrations of railway vehicles. The subjects were asked to rate the intensity of each vibration given to them successively, using the 7-step rating scale. Results indicated that both peak and rms accelerations significantly affected for the evaluation, although the effect of frequency was not significant. As for interactions, it was found that there were significant interacting effects between frequency and peak acceleration, between frequency and rms acceleration, and between peak and rms accelerations. It was also found that the relationship between the rms acceleration and the evaluated score changed with varying peak accelerations.